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P y ~ l  NO. 8 



CASTING OFF/COPYFITTING 

(Hi. Khalid b. Hj. Ahmad, DBP K.lumpur Malaysia) 
23 October 1992 

Generally, both terms (casting off and copyfitting) are used 
interchangeably, but in a more specific sence, these terms 
can be defined as follows; 

Casting off: A procedure'used to determine the amount 
of space manuscript copy will occupy in 
typeset form. 

A procedure used to determine the text 
and body size (typeface) to fit a given 
amount of text area. 



CO/CF is not a totally precise process. CO/CF data are 

generally based on averages of characters. For example, 

manuscript pages are prepared with a ragged right-hand 

margin. While the left-hand margin is flush with each line 

begining at the same point, the right-hand margin zigzags 

with each line ending at a different point. 

Thus; when characters are not count one by one,exact 

character determination is impossible. Usually, to speed up 

the process for many manuscript pages, an average word count 

or average page measure prosedure is used. 
4 

Characters on the typed page (manuscript) do not vary in 

width; the lowercase & and the uppercase M_ take up the same 

amount of space. But in'conposition, almost all typefaces are 

designed with a variable set width. 

Essentially, casting off and covyfittinp are averaging 

Prosedures; however, every attempt.should be made to be as 

precise as possible so that manuscript and set typematter fit 

together. Otherwise, composition cost can be very high, with 

associated frustration on the part of the typographer and 

designer. 

Because typesetting should not be a hit-or-miss 

Production prosedure, which can be expensive, it is essential 

that the graphic artist or designer be able to perform CO/CF 

effectively. 



CASTING 0- 

Example 1: We have been given a manuscript, typed with 
a certain type. of typewriter (or word 
processor), and consists of a certain number 
of pages. 

The mss is to typeset according to the 
typographical instructions (spec.) given. 

Determine the number of book pages that this 
typeset material will occupy. 

(We will use page 2 of this note as 
speciment page for this exercise) 

1.1 IMPORTANT DATA/INFORMATIONS 

For this task, we need to know; 

(1) total number of mss pages -(e.g ... full pages) 
(2) type of typewriter used 

(single/double spacing) -(e.g ....; ... /s 

T~~ographical specs. 

(3 )  typeface 

( 4 )  point size 

( 5 )  leading/ body point 

( 6 )  measure 

-(e.g'. . . point; 1 
( .  ... Alp. length 1 

-(e.g ... point 
-(e.g ... X ... pi. 1 

Now we are ready to proceed ... but first let list 
down the steps/procedures involved .. 



(1) Determine the (total) number of manuscript 
characters (using sample pages). 

( 2 )  Determine the number of characters that can 
fit into one typeset line (for the given 
typeface, point size and measure). 

( 3 )  Calculate the total number of typeset lines 
(for the whole manuscript/book). 

( 4 )  Calculate the depth of total typeset material 
(i.e column depth). 

( 5 )  ... and finally, from the above data the 
number of book pages can be easily determined. 

Now are we ready?.. let try ... 

1.3 CALCULATION 

STEP (1) : To - determine the (total) number of manuscript 
characters (using sample pages) 

There are three procedures to determine the number 
of characters on a mss. 

(i) Actual character count. 

involves individual counting of 
characters including spaces and 
punctuations. 

very accurate but is also time-consuming 
(especially when a large number of mss is 
involved). 



(ii) Word count 

popular procedure in some segment of 
publishing industry (especialy if 
manuscripts written by authors are 
contracted on a per-word basis) 

problems: 

R difficult to determine the exact 
number of words per type pages 
(unless they are each -counted 
individually, which is, again, very 
time-consuming). 

the number of characters per word 
varies 

* not accurate; there are too many 
variation that cannot be easily 
adjusted. 

(iii) Averaae. paae Beasure 

- fastest and most accurate for the time 
required, because; 

* . mss material, when typed, has a 
consistently flush left, ragged 
right configuration. 

all typewriters preferred for such 
mss have equivalent spacing per 
character. 

Well then.. for this particular exercise, we use 
average page measure method .. and this is how. .. 
(please bear in mind that the technique given here 
is only one of the many alternatives possible. The 
purpose is to estimate the total number of 
CHARACTERS in the manuscrip). 

For this purpose, we use page 2 of this note. 

step i - Examine the page, - 
Draw a line down the ragged-right margin 
in such a position that shorter lines and 
longer 1ines.balance each other. 

Thus, W e  line represents an average 
between long and short lines of the mss. 

Notice also the spacing between lines 
(single, double or triple) 



step .- ii - Take the horizontal and vertical 
measurement of the page in inches 
(well .. call me old-fashioned, I'm more 
confortable in this old unit) 

The measure is ... X . . .  inches. 

step iii - Now, in order to translate such pages 
dimention into numbers of characters, the 
fixed.typewriter dimention must be known 
(refer to 1.1(2) above). 

For typewriters recommended in the 
production of mss for typesetting, the 
following measurements apply: 

I Horizontal spacing, or Character Pitch (across) 

Pica typewriter : 10 chrs. per inch 
Elite typewriter : 12 chrs. per inch 

Vertical spacing (up and down) 

Single-spaced : 6 lines per inch 
Double-spaced : 3 lines per inch 
Triple-spaced : 2 lines per inch 

FORMULAS : 

7 number of chrs. 
per typewritten 
Line L A I 
0 .  of lines 7 
!per typewritten1 
1 page 
L 

I 
J 

0 .  of chrs 
lper typewritten 
l Page 
L J 1 
r 
ltotal no. of 
lmanuscript 
lcharacters 
L 

1 

Fypewrittenl L p a c i n g T  
= lpage depth I X )lines 

lin inch I lper inch 
1 

L L J 

7 

no. of chrs 

/line 1 1 typewritten 
L lpage 

L 

1 

typewritten 
= page width 

width 

no. of chrs F. of 
typewritten 1. X manuscript 

l page I lpages 
L J L 

1 I 
J 

X i I- A 
L A 



Now, applying these formulas using the figures given above we 
have : 

Number of chrs. 
1. per typewritten = ... in/line X ... chrs/in 

line - - ... chrs/line 

No. of lines 
... ... 2. per typewritten = in./page X lines/in. page 

- - ... lines/page. 
... = (make it lines/page) 

No. of chrs ... ... 3. per typewritten = chrs/line X lines/page 
page - - ....... chrs/page. 

4 

Total no. of 
4 .  manuscript 

characters 
- ... ....... - chrs/page X pages 

- - ....... characters. 

Once total characters written have been calculate, we have to 
translate it into typeset material. This prosedure requires 
the use of a COPYFITTING SHEDULE for the specific typefaces 
and sizes of type in any given typesetting operation. Please 
refer to Table 1. 

STEP ( 2 )  : To determine the number of characters that can fit 
into one typeset line (for the given typeface,. -- 
point size and measure 11- 

From copyfitting table, locate ... pt type, 
alphabet length ... pts. 
The adjusted characters per linear pica value is 

characters. ..... 

What does this figure means ? 



STEP ( 3 )  : To calculate the total number of typeset lines (f-ox 
thq whole maquscri~t/book). - 

step - First determine the number of characters - .- 
per typeset line 

FORMULA : 

I r 
1 ]NO of chrrl r 7 r 7 

X line length per typeset1 = of chrsl L 1 Line per pica (in pica) 
J 1 

SO, we have. . 

No of chrs 
per' typeset = . c h i  X ... pi. 
line 

= ,,,,,,, chrs/line 

= (round it up to ... chrs/line) 

step ii - Now calculate the total number of typeset 
lines (for the whole book, i.e how many 
typeset lines the whole mss will occupy) 

FORMULA : 

Total no. of characters (mss) 
of typeset = r::: ,. of characters per line 

SO, we have .. 

Total no. 
of typeset = 
lines 

. . . a  

lines .... 
- - - ...... (make it .... lines). 



STEP ( 4 ) :  TO calculate the d e ~ t h  of total typeset material 
(i.  e c o l u q  d e ~ t h )  - 

From STEP ( 3 )  we know that the whole mss will 
.... occupy typeset lines (solid). 

~ u t ,  of course we must have some amount of space 
between those lines (unless we specifically want it 
to be set solid!!) 

In this case, the spacing (or leading) is ... pts. 
meaning that the material ia set in ... /... pts. .. type size. ( .  pts. body size of type) 

We need to know the total height (column depth) of 
the typeset material. 

Now use this PO-: 

(in picas) 
12 pts. per pica 

So we have .. 
0..  ... - X 

Column depth - - picas 
... 

......... = picas  

= ......... picas (round fogure). 

... STEP ( 5 ) :  and finally. f m the above data calculate the 
number pf bo'&aaes. 

total column, depth 
No of book piges = 

column depth per page 

.... 
= - pages . . 

.... .... = (make it pages) 



Many times, when composition is estimated ( e . a  in 
magazine works) the format of the publication is fixed. 
All specifications are pre-determined; 

no. of pages (the extend of the book/magazine) 
no. of column per page 
no. of pages per article 
text area/dimension (the measure, i.e the 
width X height of the typeset text per column/ 
page 

even the typeface to be used is sometimes 
pre-determined. 

Now ... facing with this situation, the task of the 
disignerltypographer and of course, the editor, is to 
determine; 

the amount material that should be written in 
order to fit that specific format ( i.e no. of 
characters, no. of words, no. of mss pages, 
no. of ilustrations (and their dimensions) 

2 typeface and the size of type in which the job 
must be set. 

These call for COPYFITTING PROCEDURES. 

CASE 1: TO CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE 
wRInKw (TOTAL MANUSCRIPT PAGES - 

E x a ~ a p l e  We have selected Baskerville, 8 on 10 
(alphabet length 106 points), to set our 
32 pages booklet, filled cover to cover 
with type. All manuscript pages will be. 
typed with an elite typewriter, double- 
spaced, with an average page size of 
6 X 9 inches. Typeset pages will 
measure 24 X 46 picas. 

Determine the number of total characters 
to be written and the the number of 
manuscript pages that must be prepared 
using the specified margins and spacing. 



SOLUTION --.--__. 

STEP (1 1 : Determine the total square ~ l g a  area to bt, f i l l e d .  

Square picas per Page = . . .  X . . .  sq pi 
- ......... sq pi/pg 

Total square picas 

STEP (2): Determine the no of characters per square pica. -- 
From Table 1, for 8 pt type on a 10 pt body (leaded 

.. 2 pts) and alphabet length 106 pts. 

we have ........ chrs/sq pi 

STEP ( 3 ) :  Calculate total characters to be written. 

FORMULA 
1 

total square X chrs per 
= k c a s  ] Fquare p i c 4  

- 
SO we have, 

Total chrs to = ...... sq pi X .... chrs/sq pi 
be written 

r chrs ... ........... 
- - .......... chrs (round 'figure). 

STEP (4): Determine the number of characters per manuscript - 
page. J 

* Chrs per line = ... in./line X ... chrs/line 

lines per mss = ... in./mss pg X ... lines/in 
page - - ... lines/mss pg. 

Chrs per rnss 
Page - - ......... chrs/mss page 



. .  and finally 

STEP ( 5 )  : ~etermine m e  number of_ manuscrA& paaes rP_ 
prepared. 

FORMULA 

total characters to be written 

no of chrs per mss page I 
well then ... 

No of mss 
pages - - chrs ....... 

= ...... pages. 

2 - 2  -2 CASE 2-  DETERMINING SUITABLE SIZE OF TEXT (ALPHABET 
LENGTH 

Example 2: A 40 page booklet is to be printed, 
containing only typematter, no halftones or 
other images. Each typeset page will measure 
24 X 38 picas. 

We have been supplied with 54 full- 
manuscript pages, average page size 6 X 8 in 
typed with an elite typewriter, double- 
spaced. 

Select typefaces, alphabet length, and 
leading that will provide for all 40 pages 
to be filled with type, cover to cover. 



STEP (1): Determine total manuscript characters. 

* Chrs per line = 

... ... line per mss = in./mss pg X lines/in. 
page - - ... lines/mss pg 

... ... Chrs per mss chrs/line X lines/mss pg 
Page - - ......... chrs/mss pg 

Total mss 
characters 

- . . . .  chrs/mss pg X ... mss pg 
- - ......... chrs. 

STEP (2): Determine total sauare pica area to be filled. 
(finished booklet) 

pica width X pica depth X total no 
l P  = Lf page ] page ] F f  

From this simple formula we have, 

... ... Total sq pi per book = pi X pi X 

- - .......... sq pi. 

STEP (3): Calculate necessary characters. per square Pica. 

I total manuscript characters 
Chrs per sq pi = 

I total square picas per book 
I 

...... chrs 
Chrs per sq pi = ...... sq pi 



... and finally 

STEP ( 4 )  : Using Table. l- search for typefaces suitah* 

Search Table 1 in all columns under "CHARACTER PER 
SQUARE PICA" for any typeface at ...... or slightly 
larger. 

Well? .. what typefaces can be used for this 
particular job? 



T A ~ L E  I : Copyfitting Schedule 

cl\;ttitc.1t~t% 1 I l - t  !;c~ll;lcc. i'tc.;cs (*!I 
A~llr~sta*cl 

Sq~altt  Iatc. ic  1OM.l Ct~ict; t~tc:t~ 
AI~~IraOc!c Ct\aractc!is 

Poctrr 1.ctyl11l l ~ ! t  I . ~ t w ~ ~ t  Scr Lcacltty) Lcndttq SVI Lt:;ttlql I.c!f~clttr!) 

Size (poirrts) Pica Sold 1 Putnl 2 I'otnts Sold 1 I'oci~l 2 Poitrts I 

C i  508  12.19 10.16 8.71 R2.0 W4 114.8 
5 G2 4.92 11.81 9.84 8.43 84.7 101.6 118.G 

64 4.81 11.54 9.62 8.25 86.7 103.9 121.2 

6C 4.72 9.44 8.09 7 .08 105.9 123.6 141.2 
68 4.62 9.24 7.92 6.93 108.2 1X.3 144.3 
70 4.51 9.02 7.73 6.77 110.9 129.4 147.7 
72 4.40 8.80 7.54 6.60 113.6 132.6 151.5 
74 4.30 8.60 7.37 6.45 116.3 135.7 155.0 
76 4.21 8.42 7.22 6.32 118.8 138.5 158.2 
78 4.11 8.22 7.05 6.17 121.7 141.8 162.0 
80 4.00 8.00 6.86 6.00 125.0 145.8 166.6 
82 3.92 7.84 6.72 5.88 127.6 148.8 170.0 
84 3.81 7.62 6.53 5.72 131.2 153.1 174.8 
86 3.74 . 7.48 6.41 5.61 133.7 1Sb.O 178.3 

88 3 . S  . 6.27 5.49 4.88 150.5 182.1 204.9 
7 90 3.60 6.17 5.40 4.80 162.0 185.2 208.3 

c 92 3.52 6.03 5.28 4.69 165.8 189.4 213.2 

94 3.46 5.19 4.61 4.15 192.7 216.9 241.0 
96 3.40 5.10 4.53 4.08 196.1 220.8 245.1 
98 3.35 5.03 4.47 4.m 198.8 223.7 248.8 

100 331 4.97 4.41 3.97 201.2 226.8 251.9 
102 3.26 4.89 4.35 3.91 204.5 229.9 256.8 

8 104 3.20 4.80 4.27 3.84 208.3 234.2 260.4 
106 3.14 4.71 4.19 3.77 212.3 230.7 265.3 
108 3.11 4.67 4.15 3.73 214.1 241.0 268.1 
110 3.W 4.56 4.05 3.65 219.3 246.9 274.0 
112 2.99 4.49 3.99 3.58 222.7 250.6 278.6 

114 2.94 3.92 3.53 3.21.' 256.1 283.3 311.5 
116 2.90 3.87 3.48 3.16 258.4 287.4 316.5 

9 118 2.85 3.80 3.42 3.11 263.2 292.4 321.5 
120 2.81 3.75 3.37 3.07 266.7 296.7 325.7 

- 122 2.76 3.68 3.31 3.61 271.7 30211 332.2 

124 2.69 3.23 2.93 2.69 309.6 341.3 371.7 
126 2.66 3.19 2.90 2.66 313.5 344.8 375.9 
12B 2.63 3.16 2.87 2.63 316.5 348.4 380.2 
130 2.59 3.11 2.83 2.58 321.5 353.4 386.1 
132 2.56 3.06 2.78 2.55 326.8 359.7 392.2 
1 34 2.50 3.00 2.73 2.50 333.3 366.3 400.0 
1% 2.46 2.95 2.68 2.46 339.0 373.1 406.5 
138 2.43 2.92 2.65 2.43 342.5 378.4 411.5 
140 2.40 2.88 2.62 2.40 347.2 381.7 416.7 
142 2.38 2.86 2.60 2.38 349.7 384.6 420.2 



C(lS(tilc.l4?h 1i*V AtIitrr.tc:cl !I~~II;II~, f'w:rs c,tuc 

sc~c;llo IJll..l 
A l l~ l i ~ ( l ~ ! t  Ct~18(:ti!ts l(YKl Cli;~tnc:ttrcs 

' 4  Lc!cyttl~ p e r  Lirw!;\r Set I ! a  t I I Leucl~cyl Lt!;~t:t~r!( 
Slrcb Ipotcrtsl I'ICA Sollrl 1 Pol111 7 I'IHII~S Set011 : I)OIII~ 7 Po~cI:!, 

1 4 4  2.36 2.57 2.3) 2 18 .Wl 1 473 7 4'&.7 
1 1  14C 2.34 2 . a  2.34 716 3322 427.4 463.0 

1 48 2.32 2.53 7.37 2.14 395.3 431.0 467.3 - 
150 2.30 2.30 2.11 1.97 4.34.8 4 7 1 7  5 0 j . ~  
150 2.25 2.25 2.08 1.93 444.4 480.8 518.1 
1 58 2.21 2.21 2.04 1.89 452.5 490.2 529.1 
1 62 2.15 2.15 1.98 1.84 465.1 505.1 543.5 
1% 2.11 2.11 1.95 1.81 473.9 512.8 552.5 
1 70 2.04 2.04 1.08 1.75 490.2 531.9 571.4 
1 75 2.00 2.00 1.71 500.2 504.8 
160 1.96 1.96 1.68 510.2 585.2 

1.91 1.64 1.43 609.8 m . 3  
14 190 1.84 1.58 1.38 632.9 724.6 

MO 1.75 1.50 1.31 666.7 763.4 

206 1.70 1 -28 1.13 781.3 885.0 
l6 212 1.63 1.22 1.09 819.7 917.4 

. 218 1 .6Q 1.07 0.96 934.6 1041.7 
m 1.54 1 .03 0.92 970.9 1087.0 
233 1.49 0.99 0.89 1010.1 1123.6 
240 1 .U 0 s  0 . 1  1041.7 1162.8 
250 1.40 0.93 0.64 1675.3 1190.5 
280 1.34 0.89 0.80 1123.6 1250.0 

270 1.30 0.78 0.71 1282.1 1408.5 
1.26 a.X 0.69 1315.8 1449.3 

290 1.23 0.62 0.57 1612.9 1754.4 
24 300 1.18 0.53 0.54 1 a . 9  1851.9 

350 0.91 0.46 0.42 2173.9 2381 .O 
400 0.M 0.35 0.32 2857.1 3125.0 



COPYFITTING TABLE: HOW IT IS DEVELOPED 

The copyfitting chart shown in Table 1 is generally 
applicable to all typefaces, except for those that are 
extremely condensed or expanded. 

Copyfitting prosedure is based on the length of the lowercase 
alphabet, measured in points. 

We have 26 alphabets (Roman character), and each typeset 
alphabet has different set width. 

The copyfitting shedule is based on the aggregate length of 
these 26 lowercase alphabet characters. 

Usually all type manufacturer specify this value for each 
typeface they produced, but if this information is not 
available, the lowercase alphabet can be set and measured 
carefully (in points) . 
To explain theedevelopment of the chart in Table 1, the 
calculation given bellow is based on 10 point type with 132 
points alphabet length. 

CALCULATIONS 

Adjusted Characters per Linear Pica 
. . 

Figures under this column (refer Table 1) give us the 
number of characters (for one particular typeface) that 
can fit into one linear pica. 

Why d9 we need the adjusted figure? 

The actual alphabet length (aggregate value) is not used 
directly because type is usually kerned and we also need 
to adjust for the larger number of thinner characters in 
the alphabet. This is why the characters per linear pica 
figure is normally adjusted. 

Adjustment are on a sliding scale,roughly; 

5 - 6 point at 100% 

8 point at 95% 

10 point at 93% 

12 point and'above at 90% 



FORMULAS 

I 
length in 
point 
L 

= F"::':n point (agg.) ] size 

L 

i 
I 

r 1 

/Adjusted 7 ialphabet length in points 
1 2 -  Ipicas for 1.c. 1 = I 
1 1 alphabet I I 12 points per pica 

i 
I L 1 L 

1 
_J 

I 
I 

r 
l~djusted 7 i 26 alphabet characters 7 

1 3 -  Ichrs. per 1 = I 
I llinear pica1 

I 
I adjusted picas per alphabet I 

I L 1 L 1 

So, from the above specs. we have, 

1-  Alphabet length = 132 pts X 0.93 

= 122.76 points 

Adjusted 122.76 pts. 
2. picas for 1.c. - - 

alphabet 12 pts/pi 

Adjusted 
3 -  chrs. per 

linear pica 

26 chrs 



Characters -- per Square Pica- 

This value is useful1 for determining a suitable 
typ'eface and size of type . 
To calculate this figure accurately, we must know; 

FORMULA 

the point size of type 
adjusted characters per linear pica 
the amount of leading. . ' 

I 
I 

12 pts/pi x Fjusteci per linear chrs. I ,-- 1 pica 
1 1 Characters 1 L 

1 
;J 

per square I I pica I type size (incl. leading) 
I A 

Using the figures given/calculated above, we have 

(i) Set solid: 

Characters 
per square = 
pica 

(ii) & point leading: 

Characters 
per square = 
pica 

(iii) 2 point leading: 

Characters 12 pts/pi X -  2.55 chrs/pi 
per square = 
pica 12 pt 



3 -  -- Square _ picas __-- per 1000 (M)- Charactersl 

This value can be used to determine column depth of set 
material, which is then used to calculate the number of 
book pages. 

Data in this column are easily derived from the 
character per square pica figure (para 2 above) 

FORMULA 
r I 

I r Square picas per 1 M characters 
1 1 M characters I - - 1 

I characters per square pica I 
L I 

4 

So we have, 

(i Set solid: 

Square picas per 
M characters 

1000 chrs - - 
3.06 chrs/sq pi 

= 326.8 sq pi/M chrs 

(ii) 1 point leading: 

Square picas per 1000 chrs 
M characters - - 

2.78 chrs/sq pi 

= 359.7 sq pi/M chrs 

(iii) 2 point leadinu: 

Square picas per 
M characters 

1000 chrs - - 
2.55 chrs/sq pi 

= 392.2 sq pi/M chrs 
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